Just Kisses
TEAPOT
GARDEN
Designed by Darlene Zimmerman
www.feedsacklady.com

Featuring

Finished quilt measures: 68” x 68”

For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Fabric and Supplies Needed
Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

A

ADZ-19040-73
LAKE

2/3 yard
(one full
panel)

J

ADZ-19042-73
LAKE

fat
quarter

B

ADZ-19043-10
PINK

1-3/4 yards

K

ADZ-19044-5
YELLOW

fat
quarter

C

ADZ-19043-36
ALOE

1 yard

L

ADZ-19044-8
ORANGE

fat
quarter

D

ADZ-19043-73
LAKE

3/4 yard

M

ADZ-19044-73
LAKE

fat
quarter

E

ADZ-19041-5
YELLOW

fat
quarter

N

ADZ-19045-10
PINK

fat
quarter

F

ADZ-19041-10
PINK

fat
quarter

O

ADZ-19045-23
LAVENDER

fat
quarter

G

ADZ-19041-73
LAKE

fat
quarter

P

ADZ-19045-36
ALOE

fat
quarter

H

ADZ-19042-3
RED

fat
quarter

Q

ADZ-19045-73
LAKE

fat
quarter

I

ADZ-19042-5
YELLOW

fat
quarter

R

ADZ-19046-5
YELLOW

fat
quarter
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Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

Color

Fabric

S

Name/SKU

Yardage

ADZ-19046-73
LAKE

Color

fat
quarter

Fabric

Binding*

Name/SKU

Yardage

Scrappy binding cut from scraps
included above.

You will also need:
4-1/4 yards for backing

Copyright 2019, Robert Kaufman
For individual use only - Not for resale

Suggested Tool
6-1/2” Easy Angle or 6-1/2” Half Square Triangle from EZ Quilting
*NOTE: If not using the tool, cut 5-1/3” and 3-1/8” squares respectively, cut once on the
diagonal for triangles.

Notes Before You Begin
- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted.
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

Cutting Instructions
From Fabric A:
Using 1-2 strands of Aurifil floss, embroider the flower blocks, matching the printed colors.
Press on a fluffy towel, embroidery side down. Trim to exactly 9-1/2” square.
From Fabric B, cut:
six 5” x WOF strips. Subcut:
seventy-two 5” Easy Angle triangles*
eleven 2-3/4” x WOF strips. Subcut:
ninety 2-3/4” Easy Angle triangles*
ninety 2-3/4” squares
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From Fabric C, cut:
twelve 2-3/4” x WOF strips. Subcut:
twenty-four 2-3/4” x 18-1/2” block sashing strips
From Fabric D, cut:
eight 2-3/4” x WOF strips. Subcut:
twelve 2-3/4” x 18-1/2” block sashing strips
twenty 2-3/4” squares
From each of Fabric E-S, cut:
one 5” x 21” strips. Subcut:
five 5” Easy Angle triangles*
two 2-3/4” x 21” strips. Subcut:
six 2-3/4” Easy Angle triangles*
ten 2-3/4” squares for sashing stars
For the Binding Fabric, cut:
a total of eighteen 2-1/4” x 21” strips from the scraps of Fabrics E-S.
Sew together, end-to-end, to form the binding.
*TIP: Layer the background strips and the print strips right sides together and cut with the
tool. They will then be ready to chain-sew.

Assembling the Units
Step 1 Sew all the small and large triangle-squares together, using
one triangle from Fabrics E-S and one triangle from Fabric B. Press
half the large triangle-squares to the print and half to the light. Press
all the small triangles to the print. At this point the squares should
measure 5” and 2-3/4” square.
Step 2 Using the 2-3/4” Fabric B squares and the small triangle-squares, sew
together as shown. Press toward the light square. Make seventy-four. Save
the remaining triangle squares for the center block.

Step 3 Sew two of the Step 2 units together to make a four-patch. Press. At
this point the unit should measure 5” square. Make thirty-seven four-patches.

Step 4 Sew two different print 5” triangle-squares together as
shown. Press the seams open. Make thirty-six units.
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Assembling the Blocks

Step 1 Sew the Step 4 units to the top and bottom of an embroidered block.
Press toward the center.

Step 2 Sew the four-patches to the ends of two more Step 4 units
for the sides of the block. Press as shown.

Step 3 Sew the Step 1 and 2 units together to make a block. Press.
Make a total of eight blocks. At this point the blocks should measure
18-1/2” square.

Step 4 For the center block, place the last four-patch in the center and
arrange eight small triangle squares and four Fabric B squares around it to form
a star block as shown.
Press as shown.

Step 5 Assemble the center block the same way as the other large
blocks.
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Sashing
Step 1 Mark a diagonal line on the wrong side of each of the small
squares. Place a small square on the end of a Fabric C sashing strip. Sew
exactly as shown. Trim to a 1/4” seam. Press toward the print triangle.
Repeat for all the Fabric C sashing strips, both ends.
Step 2 Place a second print triangle over the end of the sashing and
sew on the diagonal exactly as shown. Trim to 1/4” and press toward the
triangle. Repeat to make a total of twenty-four sashes.
Step 3 Arrange the blocks in three rows of three. Place sashing strips between each of the
blocks in a row and at both ends of the row. Sew the sashing strips and blocks together in
three rows. Press toward the sashing.

Step 4 Using four of the print squares and three of the sashings, sew the sashing rows
together as shown. Make four. Press toward the sashing strips.
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Step 5 Sew the block rows and the sashing rows together. Press toward the sashing.
Step 6 Place a Fabric D square and a print square right sides together
and sew on the diagonal. Trim the seam allowance to 1/4” and press
toward the print triangle. The unit should measure 2-1/2” square. Make
sixteen.
Step 7 Place a second print square on top of the square from Step 6.
Sew on the diagonal. Open the unit so it looks like the illustration below.
Trim away the seam allowance and press toward the print triangle.
Make sixteen.
Step 8 Arrange and sew together the Fabric D sashing strips and the units from Step 7 along
the top and bottom of the quilt, finishing out the stars in the border. Sew to the top and
bottom of the quilt. Press toward the Fabric D sashing strips.

Step 9 In the
same manner,
arrange and
sew the Fabric D
sashing strips, the
units from Step
7 and the blue
squares to make
the side borders.
Sew to the sides
of the quilt.
Press toward the
Fabric D sashing.
Your quilt top is
complete! Baste,
quilt, bind and
enjoy!

This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced in any form without the
express permission from Robert Kaufman Fabrics. This pattern is not for resale. All patterns, unless otherwise
attributed, are © Robert Kaufman Co., Inc. 2005-2019. All rights reserved.
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